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Get to know ePulse Condition Assessment Service

From: Mueller (marketing@muellerwp.com)

To: 

Date: Tuesday, November 14, 2023 at 06:06 AM PST

Want to know the condition of your pipes without having to dig?
ePulse® Condition Assessment Service from Echologics is what utilities are turning to for a

non-invasive and economical solution.
We do all the data collection so you can discover any problem sections of your pipe

infrastructure, all from the surface.

We provide accurate condition assessment of pipe lengths from 200 to 700 ft using
ePulse® Discovery™ and as granular as 30 to 100 ft with ePulse® Optimize™
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With over 200 independent validations and a 91% correlation using ePulse®

Discovery™, the last thing you need to worry about is digging in the wrong spot.

Add to this, detailed reporting and simultaneous leak detection, without inserting anything
in the pipe, and you'll have the best data needed to make the right decision.

The cost savings from recaptured time and resources are truly significant. ePulse®

Condition Assessment Service quite simply provides better data for better planning and
better money savings

To find out how the Echologics ePulse® Condition Assessment Service can save
you time and money, go to marketing.muellerwp.com/ePulseOptimize
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